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OnlyLeaders Ambassadors 

1. What will be your role?   

Your role will be pivotal to our growth plans.  As an Ambassador you will take the lead in identifying, 
engaging and recruiting potential Members to OnlyLeaders.  The Leaders you will be recruiting will run 
businesses primarily in our target market of £4m to £100m t/o. 

You will be one of the special people we look for in all the areas of our work.  Specifically, as an 
Ambassadors, you will understand there is a difference between being an Ambassador and a High 
Pressure Sales person.  You see your work as holistic.  Part of a chain that helps business leaders be 
Transformed.  You understand and know how to engage and walk with Business Leaders who are 
experiencing the difficulties, challenges and joys of life in business.  You will have in your DNA an 
understanding that Values and Value are at the core of all good Business Leaders. 

As an Ambassador you will present OnlyLeaders as a route to their Transformation as a Business 
Leader by showing how being a Member will positively influence their role as a Leader, benefit the 
people who work for them, and ultimately the business itself.  Values to Value. 

2. Will you be our Ambassador? 

The most important things you will bring to our table are a listening ear, non-judgemental attitude, 
and be caring and compassionate.  An attitude of bringing hope, renewal and healing to the lives of 
Business Leaders.  They might sound soft fluffy words.  But Transformation is anything but.  It’s hard 
work.   

You are skilled and mature.  A persuader, yes, pushy sales, no.  You will see the need to walk with 
potential OnlyLeaders Members on their journey and be skilled and sensitive about doing so. 

You also will bring a solid track record of winning sales at the level of MD and CEO.  

3. What you will do as an Ambassador  

You will seek, find and sign up Leaders for the OnlyLeaders Groups.   

You will collaborate with OnlyLeaders Mentors to identify possible Members. 

You will utilise various social media and databases. 

4. Areas to be covered  

We are currently recruiting in four areas.    Bristol and SW England,  Midlands,  Yorkshire,  Central 
Scotland. 

5. The Package 

We are looking for full time and part time Ambassadors who may be portfolio workers or have decided 
to limit their working days.  All are welcome. 

Contact  alastair@onlyleaders.co.uk  and we can set up a chat. 
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